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We point out in this work that if our recently proposed unified description of
gravitation and electromagnetism through a symmetric metric tensor is true,
then building in the laboratory black holes for electrons with radii rE  0.5m
in air and with much smaller radii in a vacuum should be possible.
The possibility that spacetime is curved in the presence of an electromagnetic
eld, just like it is curved in the presence of a gravitational eld, was recently studied
[1] and experiments to test this conjecture were proposed [2]. If the ideas introduced
in ref.[1] are correct, then not only do we have a unied description of gravitation
and electromagnetism through a symmetric metric tensor g , but also new physical
phenomena such as the redshift and deflection of light in an electric and magnetic
eld, respectively [2]. When a negatively(positively) charged test particle moves in
the viscinity of a positively(negatively) charged sphere of radius R and mass M ,
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where G is the gravitational constant, c is the speed of light, q is the electric charge,
and m is the mass of the test particle. Eq.(1) reduces to the Schwarzschild line
element [3] when V (R) = 0. One noteworthy point about the solution in eq.(1)
is that test particles with dierent electric charge-to-mass ratios move in dierent
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Then there is an event horizon at rEH = 2(mG + mE) and the region enclosed by
it will be a black hole [4], for those particles whose electric charge-to-mass ratio is
q/m, if rEH > R, the radius of the sphere. We wish to show in this letter that such
a black hole for electrons can be built in the laboratory, provided, of course, that
our unied description of gravitation and electromagnetism is true.
Consider a sphere of radius R = 0.5m, mass M=1000kg, and charged to a po-
tential dierence of 3  105V with respect to the ground, and with electrons in its
viscinity. Then mG = 7.42 10−25m, and mE = 0.29m, indicating that the gravita-













The event horizon then occurs at the electrical radius






which corresponds to the gravitational radius (Schwarzschild radius) rS = 2mG in
pure gravitation 1. The values of the potential V (R) that causes rE to be larger







, rE > R, (7)
where e and me are the charge and the mass of the electron, respectively. Tabulated
in Table 1 are rE , V (R), and the electric eld strength V (R)/R on the sphere for
spheres with dierent radii. The reason we quote the electric eld strength V (R)/R
is that if V (R)/R > 3  106 , which is the dielectric strength of air, then air will
begin to conduct electricity and discharging from the sphere will occur. We see that
a black hole, for electrons, can be built in the laboratory rather easily. Let some
1There corresponds a different electrical radius rE to each q/m ratio in the same electric field.
This is in sharp contrast with gravitation in which all the test particles have the same gravitational
radius rG in the same gravitational field.
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electrons be injected continously into the viscinity of a metallic sphere positively
charged 2 according to a desired electrical radius rE. Electrons that are inside the
spherical surface of radius rE , i.e. the black hole, cannot go out of this surface.
Had the \eective" electric-charge-to-mass ratio of the photons [2] were the same
as that of the electrons, we would have had the possibility of building black holes
for the light too. Unfortunately, photons should have, if at all, a dierent ratio,
most probably (q/m)γ = 1 [2]. As a result of the nonequality of their respective
electric-charge-to-mass ratios, electrons and photons move in dierent geometries in
the same electric eld. Note, however, that if j (q/m)γ j=1, the potential required
to produce an electrical black hole for light with rE/R = 2 is 91016V . It should be
noted that because of the dielectric strength, 3  106V/m, of air small size spheres
can maintain their electric charge only in a vacuum.
In conclusion, if our scheme for a unied description of gravitation and elec-
tromagnetism [1,2] is true, we then have the intriguing possibility of building an
(electrical) black hole for electrons in the laboratory. The study of nonrotating as
well as rotating black holes for electrons in the laboratory may soon be a reality.
2It is seen from Table 1 that the potential V (R) must be larger than 255, 495V . One way of
obtaining such a high potential may be connecting the sphere, through a cable, to a Van de Graaf
generator already producing a high enough potential.
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Table 1: Values of the electrical radius rE, the required potential V (R), and the
electric eld strength V (R)/R at various values of the radius R of the sphere.
R rE V (R) V (R)/R
(m) (m) (V) (V/m)
0.05 0.05 255,495 5.11 106
0.01 510,990 7.66 106
0.15 766,484 1.53 107
0.20 1,021,980 2.04 107
0.10 0.10 255,495 2.55 106
0.15 383,242 3.83 106
0.20 510,990 5.11 106
0.25 638.737 6.39 105
0.25 0.25 255,495 1.02 106
0.30 306,594 1.22 106
0.40 408,792 1.64 106
0.50 510,990 2.04 106





1.00 510,990 1.02 106
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